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250 upperclassmen. The 250 upperclassmen
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council, then our
represented in the
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draw as strong as the proverbial Limberger.
friehds of opposite minds have lost their argument advanced
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reprsent the underclassmen! whose votes helped to elect them? In
general, our student body officers are
elected by the entire student body and
are !the representative of that body, and
not of any class or organization to which
they may belong. The council works in
but with those who are behind the candidates. With this sort of pre- the 'interest of and is representative of
the associate^ students, which includes
election campaigning, the Student Body is not assured of selecting
all classes: freshmen, sophomore, junior
its officers on merit. But the chances are fifty-fifty that the candidate and1 senior; underclassmen and upperalike.
whose backers resort to such twaddle will loose out in the finals for
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The Council should be made up of persons experienced in
the government of the student body.
The issue was not presented bv underclassmen.
7.
8.
Sophomore representation would be of little value to the
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would defeat the aims of the founders of the Student Council, who did so with the avowed purpose of making self-government
possible within a few years. In order to safe-guard the council from
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faculty for reinstatement of basketball,
we
say “We want basketball—that’s
reason enough for you to reinstate it.”
The underclassmen want representation,
it is fair and just and coincides with
good student government, why not give
it to them?
Why not give them a
chance?
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student council represents the whole student body as it is.
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a move
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petitions
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moval of ex-officio members would render the Council out of touch
with campus affairs. The Council, in’such a status, would become a
Such
sort of pink-tea debating society without a vestige of power.

conclave of

| out

the Council?

The

body instead of a larger one. After the last election one
of the leading advocates for the amendment came forward saying that
live membership of the council should be reduced, but that the exofficio members should be eliminated. Again we object for the re-
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get

second time, tomorrow, to vote whether
or not there shall be a sophomore on the
student council next year and hereafter

smaller

being merely

we

to hold it sometime in May, as in
previous years, but because the congress
this year is to be larger than formerly
and conducted unde.r somewhat different
conditions it was thought advisable to1
at Oregon.
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206 in favor of hold it later so
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the proposed amendment and 108 against. be made.
Professor Young plans to take the
Althoiugh >he great majority of the student |Vote was in favor of granting the matter up with prominent men of the
no axes to grind,
representation, it lost because the con- state, people who
that
amendments and determine justi what topics are to
stitutlion stipulates
shall I carry by a two-thirds vote.
The be taken dp and w-ho the speakers will
student body was in favor of it by nearly be. The program iJt also to be discussed
student council was with some of the s;ate commissions and
two to one; the
against it 10 to 3. and yet one of the some of the speakers will probably be
most 'strongly harped upon arguments of members of the net t state legislature.
The idea of the Commonwealth eonthose opposing the measure is that the
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To the Editor:

The mooted amendment was at first put forward w ith the general contention that the Council should be increased in membership.
The Emerald opposed this principle, saying that efficiency demanded
a

a

|

vote.

self-government

such

been I able to find where the presence of
an underclassman could aid the council
in its legislative duties.
These two
things being true, the proposition before
you is of no value, without merit, and
most certainly should he rejected.
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The sophomores are now represented
on the student council, and hence cannot claim it us a matter of fundamental
right, that one of their number be allowed
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chance, at least, of improving the student body, whose best interests we all
tion iin question would better enable it have at
vote for sophomore
heart,
to reflect the will of the student body?
represenation.
With these facts before us what reason j
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have, we for placing an underclassman

too

attendance

there is no better] way to introduce efficiency than by th;e fusion of ideas that
would result from an underclass representative. The council is not too large in
numbers, merely tbo largely composed of
“mature figureheads.”

fpolish enough to contend that the
addition of a sophomore to the organiza-

large for quality representation.
Another member would increase the tendency to shirk coun-
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democracy does Remand efficiency, but
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rejecting the amendment are as follows:
It involves changing the broad principle of University rep1.
resentation to a narrow partisan class representation.
All University students have a voice in the council not only
2.
by representation, but in virtue of the right of any student or students
to present projects in person or writing.
grounds
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right to lead in ^university affairs and
It
policies from the upperclassmen.
would create a greater interest in stuthe
council
anything wrong with
dent body affairs throughout the under
which the presence of a sophomore could
classes.
Is there anything inherent in a
fix?
to change their
Only fools
sophomore that would raise the sagacity,
efficiency, and prestige of the council? minds. Let us consider this proposition
Thelcouncil is a forum where ideas are upon its merits, net crown our lofty and
and where projects of legis- dignified positions is seniors and juniors.
lation are formulated to be acted upon If you think a sophomore representative
It is a signi- on the student council Would in any way
by ^he student body.
ficant fact that not one of the recom- clog the wheels of that organ of student
mendations of the council have failed to opinion, of if you think it the right
If the council does not reflect thing to do, vote down the amendment.
pass^
the will of the student body, how could But, if the proposition seems to be based

lieve in is frank and free discussion before election.
We submit the following reasons of why the amendment should
Tf, on the other
not pass, and if you agree with us vote it down.
hand, you think that our reasoning is shallow, vote for the amend-

cil

are

fundamental right, but a practical problem.; Before changing our present organization we should know whether or
Is
not the new one will be any better.

Student Body politic. We do not intend to circulate any pre-digested
“Food for Thought,” seasoned up with sensational spices, and dished out at the last moment. We do not believe in such slap-dash methods of serving intellectual food. On the other hand what we do be-
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